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ABSTRACT: Behavior of students and educators is an important issue in educational psychology. Behavior of
students, in order to master or understand something, is a student's self-effort in accordance with the definition
that student is a process of maturity (from immaturity to adulthood). As for educators, they try to understand
students who are not yet mature. Behavior before mastering or understanding compared to behavior after
mastering or understanding is the object of observation of a group of behaviors. Behavior can be in the form of
attitude, word, and action of a person so this behavior is part of dynamic psychology. Dynamic psychology is a
psychology that deals specifically with issues of psychic energy, impulse, and motive that affect the behavior of
individual or group. One of the function of educational psychology is the basis of human behavior. Education
seeks to develop good life behavior. This behavioral approach gives birth to several theories and concepts from
many researchers.
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I.

INTRODUCTION
Behavioristic psychology is one of three branches of educational psychology that grows and develops in
sequence from period to period. In the development of the flow of psychology emerging learning theories,
which are grouped in two learning theories, namely conditioning and connectionism learning theory. Next, it
will describe in more detail the psychology of the past and future constitutions [1]. The theory that uses the
relationship between body or behavior existed for centuries before the birth of academic psychology. The person
who pioneered this field was Hippocrates who put forward not only physical typology, but also temperament
typology. In this physical typology, Hippocrates divides physical human into two types, namely short and fat,
and tall and thin. Short and fat body is very susceptible to epilepsy. The tall and thin body often suffers TBC.
Hippocrates also suggested that human can be divided into three basic types, namely air, water, and soil. In
addition, there are also four humor (substances in the form of fluid) in the body, depending on which humor is
the most prominent that affects temperament [2].

II.

ERNEST KRETSCHMER'S THEORY
Analyzing the connection among physical and mental disarranges. Through his mental practice, he became
persuaded that there was an association among physical and outward conduct, particularly the kinds of conduct
that were usually found in two fundamental types of mental issue, in particular hyper burdensome confusion and
schizophrenia.
1)

Manic Depressive Disorder Psychology
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Described by state of mind swings, at specific occasions they are so dynamic (insane people), that they should
be monitored forcibly so as not to hurt themselves as well as other people. They might be so dynamic, torpid,
and discouraged so they should be dealt with like a child.
2)

Schizophrenia

Schizophrenia is the most widely recognized sort of insane issue with the qualities of loss of powerful
inclination or enthusiastic reaction and withdrawal from ordinary relational relationship, and regularly followed
by Kretscher's dream and mental trip partitioning the three basic kinds of physical as follows:
a)

Asthenic type = a delicate and direct body;

b)

Athletic Type = solid and strong body;

c)

Picnic type = adjusted stout body.

From his discoveries, Kretschmer made the determination that there was a reasonable natural association
between the psycrhology of hyper burdensome confusion and cookout body shape. The schizophrenia related
with asthenic and athletic body shapes.
BILLIAM SHELDON’S THEORY

III.

Sheldon was conceived in 1889 on Rhode Island where he experienced childhood in an agrarian situation. The
climate of the town during his initial life and the nearby condition with his dad who was an admirer of nature
and reproducers, impacted his qualities and perspectives on human conduct. His composing obviously
demonstrates his anxiety for the set of all animals. A significant number of his thoughts regarding human
conduct factors, obviously created from his insight into the creature's lifestyle and its species [2].
His instructive foundation is clinical and his youth enthusiasm for creature reproducing is obviously uncovered
in his expert consideration regarding natural factor, heredity and conduct. We discover clear and persuading
depictions regarding how significant the physical structure of the body is as a central point in conduct.
Moreover, his strategy for estimating the basic highlights of the body includes the utilization of standard photo
and methodology that are intended to be unmistakably more exhaustive and more reproducible than past
techniques. Basic this weight on the body and its estimation is a solid conviction that innate natural variables are
significant in deciding conduct and understanding that the enigma of human life forms will be uncovered
distinctly by progressively comprehend that factor. A genuinely complete brain research can't escape from
natural components. Along these lines, in a brain research world that comprehends natural exchange, we meet
Sheldon who gets some distance from the outside world and focuses on the physical structure that covertly
underlies every single social side effect [3].
Sheldon imagines that in this body, brain research can discover consistent units, tough sub-structures that are
expected to enter the idea of normality and consistency into the investigation of human conduct. As per the
methodology of most other protected brain science, Sheldon attempted to decide a size reasonable for different
physical segments of the human body. Realize that he isn't simply searching for an intend to explain or portray
physical assorted variety. Sheldon expected that it was conceivable to get only an image of those elements
through a progression of estimations dependent on the body. In his view, there is a sort of theoretical natural
structure (morpho-genotype) that underlies the perceptible outside body (phenotype) and which assumes a
significant job in deciding physical advancement as well as in molding conduct. Somatotype is an endeavor to
gauge morpho-genotypes [4].

IV.

PHYSICAL DIMENSION
In spite of the fact that Sheldon knew about the endeavors of past forerunners to make typology or physical
estimation, however Sheldon started his business inductively. The primary issue he faces is getting an enormous
number of body tests that can be inspected. To make a commonsense and effective way, he utilizes photographic
strategy to make singular photograph effort from the front, side and back stances with a specific goal in mind
before standard foundation. This technique is known as the Somatotype Performance Test and it is clarified in
detail in Atlas of Men, composed by Sheldon, in his first significant exploration on the human body. The
accompanying depicts the segments of physical measurements, in particular physical groundwork, endomorphs,
mesomorphs, and ectomorphs [5].
a)

Physical Primary Component
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In the wake of analyzing, exploring, and checking the photograph for quite a while, Sheldon inferred that
separated from the three measurements that had been found, there would be no chance of finding new parts [6].
Those three measurements become method for estimating the physical structure of the body and exertion to
depict and gauge cautiously those three measurements to meet the following stage in Sheldon's examination
action [7].
b)
First Component = Endomorphs
People with high endomorphs segments while the other two parts are low endomorphs, people appear to be
delicate or round as per the delicate and round natures, bones and muscles are less evolved, and the proportion
somewhere in the range of stature and weight is moderately low [8]. Such an individual has a low explicit
gravity and effectively drifts in water, in light of the fact that the stomach related framework grows well in this
sort of body, though the useful components of the structure at first create from the endodernal early stage layer.
Subsequently, the term endomorphs is utilized [9].
c)
Second Component = Mesomorphs
A well-developed body in this component is the middle value between the other two components. This
mesomorphs body is hard and square with bones and muscles that are prominent, sturdy, resistant to pain, and
generally resistant to doing heavy work and requires energy. The best sportsmen, travelers and professional
soldiers have this type of body [10].
d)
Third Component = Ectomorphs
Individuals who are at the top extreme in this component and at the bottom below in the other two components
are characterized tall, brittle, flat-breasted, and smooth. They are usually thin and less muscular [11]. An
ectomorph has more flat body parts than the other two physical types. Their body looks more flat than stocky. It
additionally has the biggest cerebrum and focal sensory system contrasted with the entire body. Thus, Sheldon
contends that this physical sort is more fragile to rival [12].
4.1 Sheldon Component
One of the most significant optional segments is dysplasia. Istilah yang dipinjam dari This Kretscher is utilized
by Sheldon to allude to a blend of three essential parts that are conflicting and lopsided in different territories of
the body. Along these lines, dysplasia is a proportion of disharmony between different physical territories, for
instance between the head and neck of one of somatotype or between the arm of the leg of another somatotype
[13].
4.2

Establish Women's Somatotype

The heft of the underlying exploration on Sheldon's physical measurement was done on male subject. Plainly in
our general public approval against human stripped body research is more carefully aimed at female than male.
Along these lines, it is extremely normal that the underlying work in this field has been finished with male
subject. In his first book about the body [6], Sheldon attested that the book accessible around then indicated that
there were 76 somatotypes effectively saw among guys, clearly additionally happened among females, albeit
maybe the recurrence was distinctive [14].
4.3

Behavior Analysis

In spite of the fact that there is a consistent method to evaluate the physical parts of the human body, protected
therapist should at present create or loan a strategy for social appraisal to research the connection between the
body and character [7]. For this situation, Sheldon starts with the supposition that in spite of the fact that there
are numerous outward measurements or factors that can be utilized to depict conduct [15]. Behind all of that,
there are a small number of large components that are expected to explain the complexity and physical variety.
He began to develop a technique to measure those basic components by taking the lessons of past personality
research and glorifying his own inductive knowledge [8].
4.4

Primary Component of Temperament

The first component is called Viscerotonia. Individuals who are high in this component have the characteristics
of love for comfort, relationship, food, people, and affection. A casual body mentality, responds gradually, has a
quiet character, is open in relationship with others and is commonly simple to coexist with others. Sheldon
proposes that this kind of character is by all accounts much around the viscera or organs in the stomach [16].
The subsequent part is called Somatotonia. High parts in this segment are typically joined by being set up to like
physical experience, as to face challenge, severely need overwhelming strong and physical exercises [17]. This
person is aggressive, insensitive to the feelings of others, looks more mature than they really are, likes to be
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noisy, brave, and is easily afraid of being in a narrow and closed room [9]. Acts of fear and violence are very
important for this kind of person. The third component is called Cerebrotania. A high score on this component
indicates self-control and self-hiding. This person is closed, shy, looks young, afraid of others, and most likes to
be in a narrow and closed place. He acts extraordinarily fast, likes to sleep and likes to be alone, especially when
faced with hardship [18]. Such people always try not to attract attention.

V.

CONCLUSION
Presently it tends to be seen the fundamental segment of the body (structure) and personality (capacity) and we
have additionally taken a gander at how he made the instruments to gauge those segments. Then again, we can
see the underlying exploration just as a preliminary advance for progressively significant objective, which is to
gauge the level of the connection between the body and disposition. Then again, obviously somatotype size and
personality size have their own qualities that don't start from the aftereffects of the examination talked about
here. The vast majority of Sheldon's exploration rotates around the issue of how large the relationship exists
between the body and character. Remember that established hypothesis is more inductive and less significant
than different speculations in brain science. For this hypothesis, the essential parts that have been depicted and
the relationship that has been observationally demonstrated is undeniably more significant than a lot of adages.
Sheldon himself is essentially a naturalist who the specialty is taxonomy. So, the most proficient at making
sharp observation about behavior patterns in classifying individuals who have certain similarities. However, this
not trained enough to formulate or systematize point of view as follows.

VI.
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